THE ALL-NEW 2017 CHRYSLER PACIFICA HYBRID
The Chrysler Pacifica offers 84 MPGe† with the first-ever Hybrid minivan in its class.†

The All-New 2017 Pacifica Hybrid breaks through the fuel barrier by giving owners a simple approach to driving on combined electric and gas power with the same vehicle. Look to the Hybrid technology for an outstanding projected fuel economy of 84 MPGe, a 33-mile electric range,† and a total driving range of 566 miles.†† It’s about not having to compromise space for efficiency, taking your family into the future with the best of both worlds. Additionally, purchasers are eligible for a federal income tax credit of up to $7,500,† † further contributing to the appeal of the Pacifica Hybrid.

A note about this brochure: all disclaimers and disclosures can be found on the back cover.

†Based on manufacturer’s testing. Actual mileage may vary.
†† State and/or local incentives may also apply.

The Pacifica Hybrid introduces a unique Silver Teal body-color in addition to the standard-model paint offerings. The distinctive exterior also includes LED lighting, chrome and teal accents, grille design and wheels exclusive to Hybrid. The sculpted shape offers advanced aerodynamics with triple-seal doors and laminated glass combined with Active Noise Cancellation technology to make Pacifica the quietest vehicle in its class. The port located in the driver fender allows easy charging access after exiting the vehicle, while the capless fuel-filler is placed on the same side at the rear of the vehicle for no-guesswork convenience.
The symphony of interior hues, illumination and shapes complement exterior design cues to form the Hybrid signature style. The vivid-teal wing and leaf badging, charge light, Hybrid screens, available Jordan stitching and interior accents create a vibrant palette reflecting its environmental purpose from the inside out. The convenient five-point charging indicator, positioned on top of the dash, is visible at a glance, and from outside the vehicle to easily identify the battery's charge level from a distance.

A harmonious design. Inside and out.
Ready to drive? It will tell you.

Pacifica Hybrid starts like any other vehicle, though you may not hear it — a tell-tale light and pop-up message let you know you are “ready to drive.” The 8.4-inch Uconnect® touchscreen offers Hybrid Electric Pages, as well as on the 7-inch Driver Information Display, providing customizable efficiency and power-usage details, such as miles remaining on the battery’s charge level and which system is operating at the time.

Smooth transitions do the work for you.

The innovative Pacifica Hybrid technology seamlessly transfers between gas and electric power based on how you’re driving at any moment for warranty-free operation. At low-end city speeds you can drive on all-electric power, and on the highway the gas engine activates for increased horsepower and torque, allowing the electric motor to work once cruising speed — intelligently utilizing the dual system to help optimize fuel economy.

The Hybrid Electric Pages’ efficiency coach offers simple driving-guidance tools, while a Hybrid Uconnect® smart app provides vehicle information remotely, so you can always be prepared and plan your charging schedule accordingly.
Intuitive power. No installation required.

The battery size allows you to cover close-range trips on all-electric power, utilizing the V6 engine power when needed. The 16kWh battery may be charged with an available Level 2 (240V) adapter, which can restore full power in as little as two hours of charging, or a regular 120V home outlet. Costs for the Level 2 charging adapter are offset by considerable federal tax credits along with state and local incentive programs.

†Requires purchase and professional installation. See Chrysler dealer for details.
The Pacifica Hybrid includes seating for seven with easily removable second-row Captain’s Chairs and third-row Stow ’n Go® fold-in-floor seating and storage for an expansive, rear cargo volume. Occupants in all three rows will notice the abundant leg, shoulder and headroom for a relaxing, comfortable ride. The spacious interior is also visually expanded with the available Tri-Pane Panoramic Sunroof. The available hands-free liftgate and sliding side doors give owners the freedom to open the vehicle with a simple kick of the foot. This is versatility at its finest that lends preferential treatment to spaciousness, convenience and efficiency equally.

The best road-trip minivan in its class.

Properly secure all cargo.
The most kid-friendly minivan in its class.

The available Uconnect® Theater with Streaming allows second-row occupants to bring their lives along for the ride with available wireless, USB, video and HDMI device connectivity. This technology integrates apps on two 10-inch high-definition touchscreens with the ability to stream media, keeping the crew entertained. The dual backseat screens can display separate videos or games simultaneously, including built-in games like Are We There Yet? and checkers. *Late availability. Pre-production model shown.
The Pacifica Hybrid doesn’t compromise on interior space or available safety and security. Parking, changing lanes, driving in heavy traffic or reversing out of your driveway are all simple tasks with the available full-surround camera 5 views with visual and audio alerts. Along with keeping an eye on blind spots 8 and the road ahead, Pacifica Hybrid offers features that automatically slow and stop the vehicle if it’s too close to another or help you return to your lane if you’ve unintentionally drifted 6. Furthermore, the Pacifica Hybrid warranty includes emission components 9 with a 15 year/150,000 miles warranty and the battery with a 10 year/150,000 miles warranty 9.

Available 360˚ Surround-View Camera 5
Available Blind Spot Monitoring 8
Available Lane Departure Warning with Lane Keep Assist 6
Available Forward Collision Warning with Active Braking 7

100+ Standard and available safety & security features.